
WRITE AC MOTOR

An AC motor is an electric motor driven by an alternating current (AC). The AC motor commonly consists of two basic
parts, an outside stator having coils.

Many vacuum cleaner and weed trimmer motors exceed 10, rpm, while many similar miniature grinders
exceed 30, rpm. Some include a squirrel-cage structure to bring the rotor close to synchronous speed. Large
brushes are desired for a larger brush contact area to maximize motor output, but small brushes are desired for
low mass to maximize the speed at which the motor can run without the brushes excessively bouncing and
sparking. With no mechanical load, it is turning virtually in phase with the rotating field. Single phase
induction motors have problems for applications combining high power and flexible load conditions.
Multispeed motors: Consequent-pole motors are designed for one speed. So you don't get something for
nothing: if you increase the voltage, you decrease the current by at least the same factor. In cases where you
need to power parts, machinery or devices that vary their power during operation. For small power conversion,
the single phase AC motors are mostly used. The commutator a split ring and brushes carbon contacts to the
commutator reverse the electric current every time the wire turns over, which keeps it rotating in the same
direction. As in the DC motor, the ends of the coil connect to a split ring, whose two halves are contacted by
the brushes. The second is that it makes it awkward to produce rotating magnetic fields. Because inertia makes
it difficult to instantly accelerate the rotor from stopped to synchronous speed, these motors normally require
some sort of special feature to get started. In simple words, it is lagging magnetic field behind magnetic flux.
If we neglect resistance and other losses in the transformer, the terminal voltage equals the emf. Real motors
use the same principles, but their geometry is usually complicated. A universal motor can operate on dc with
essentially equivalent ac performance, but with poorer commutation and brush life than for an equivalent dc
series motor. The battle between these two very different visions of electric power is sometimes known as the
War of the Currents. Almost all the domestic appliances such as refrigerators, fans, washing machine, hair
dryers, mixers, etc. In some cases, decreasing the current is the aim of the exercise. Since their torque is high,
they overcome the inertia that may be exerted by the load to be moved during start-up. Universal Motors
Universal Motors are generic AC motors that are operated on both alternate current and direct current sources.
Using external applications using control electronics, it is possible to modify their current to decrease or
increase the output torque and rotational speed. No connection to the system neutral is needed to correctly
handle combined line-to-neutral and line-to-line loads. The large brown molded-plastic piece in the
foreground supports the brush guides and brushes both sides , as well as the front motor bearing. In a DC
motor, the magnet and its magnetic field is fixed in place and forms the outside, static part of the motor the
stator , while a coil of wire carrying the electric current forms the rotating part of the motor the rotor. Also,
synchronous AC motors are specifically used in high-precision drill machines and similar devices. See this
link for more about three phase supply. The stator polarities are reversed times a second. They are the stator
poles. Unlike toys and flashlights, most homes, offices, factories, and other buildings aren't powered by little
batteries: they're not supplied with DC current, but with alternating current AC , which reverses its direction
about 50 times per second with a frequency of 50 Hz. This makes them useful for appliances such as blenders,
vacuum cleaners, and hair dryers where high speed and light weight are desirable. This site has many photos
of real motors and discussions of their complexities, advantages and disadvantages. For advantages and
disadvantages of permanent magnet versus wound stators, see below. Therefore, in this case, the torque
resistance results from internal and external factors. So, after passing the break point, the rotor continues to
turn anticlockwise and starts to align in the opposite direction. The force between the two magnetic fields
tends to rotate the motor shaft. Use an oscilloscope to look at the emf generated. The stator has one coil,
coaxial with the shaft. Most larger DC motors are of the "dynamo" type, which have stator windings.
General-purpose motors may be operated in either direction, but the standard rotation is counterclockwise
when facing the end opposite the drive shaft.


